Political Science

Mission of Political Science:
1. To develop the research potential of the students that pave the way for knowledge which is conducive to academic and Social advancement.
2. To keep students updated of latest developments in the discipline using updated technology such as interest and use of ICT.
3. The students are provided with enhanced knowledge of local, national and international level events.
4. To make teaching and learning and effective process so that students develop themselves in to strong and sensitive citizens.

Learning outcomes:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of key historical events which shaped the international system, basic structures of the contemporary international system, the key actors, institutions and their functions.
2. Assess the arguments and evidences surroundings controversial issues in world politics.
3. Helps in analysis policies of different countries.

SUBJECTS HELPFUL: International Politics, Contemporary Issues in Global Politics, Foreign Policy of India.

1. Helps in understanding the Philosophy of the Indian constitution, Value of Fundamental Rights as well as aim of Directive principles of state policy.
2. Learns about concepts of justice, liberty, equality, Right etc
3. Analyse the system and working of government.
4. To evaluate the evolution and functioning of political parties.

SUBJECTS HELPFUL: Indian Government and politics, Democracy in India and Political Parties and Pressure groups in India.

1. Identify and describe the major theories of Public organisation and Bureaucratic behaviour.
2. Provide factual knowledge necessary for understanding what public administrators actually do and how they do it.

SUBJECTS HELPFUL: Theory and Practice of Public Administration

1. Helps in analysing the institutions, political behaviour and political ideas of the country.
2. To Learn and understand the concepts like power, authority and legitimacy.

SUBJECTS HELPFUL: Modern Political Analysis